Mike Nicholson – Ensixteen Editions, Artist, UK
ladnicholson@yahoo.co.uk

The computer helped in the production and
dissemination of promotional images/texts, scanning
in my line work and making appropriate jpegs has
been extremely useful.

Creative practice
For my artists’ books, production methods include:
Laser Printed, photocopy, hand-drawn/Letraset, and
collage components. While my regularly produced
graphic narrative work remains hand generated (ink
line/hand drawn), over time I have moved away from
an A4 size due to logistical problems (less and less
A3-friendly copy centres on the High Street it seems)
and chosen an A5 size. Artwork is produced at A4 to
be scaled down at the copy stage.) In short, I am most
concerned with the ideas within the words I commit
to paper and achieving a quality of drawing which
satisfies me. I am, beyond a simple level of clarity
which allows the idea/theme to transmit to the reader,
less concerned with process/production methods/
materials.

My means and process is deliberately, happily limited.
I have dabbled once, to date, with adding colour
digitally to the line artwork. A knowledge of relevant
software needs to be expanded – Photoshop in
particular…

Technology and Tradition
Probably even 10 years ago I would not have been
able to achieve/access as good a quality of laser/
copying reproduction as is readily available now. I
tend to frequent a good, reasonably priced High
Street copy centre with whom I have a 5 – 6 year
relationship. Details of technical repro are discussed
where necessary.

In A Single Bound Volume Our Hero Is Free
Michael C. Nicholson, Ensixteen Editions
This popular ‘silent edition’ carries an entirely wordless narrative,
revealing a boisterous exploration of the book form… as window,
doorway, entry point and exit strategy. Action and reaction in ink
lines on paper. 21 x 14.9 cm. Edition of 70, March 2008, London
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As technology has developed I intend to locate some
of the ‘back catalogue’ material from my Ensixteen
Editions (around 20 separate titles) on a new website,
as well as explore the possibilities of parallel strands
of graphic narrative which, whilst created in ink line
and paper, are solely located at the virtual location
– added to and extended in an ongoing fashion.
The attraction of creating a web-based archive and
extension of the work created as Ensixteen Editions
is growing. I would hope to have achieved this in the
next year or so…

Marketing and Distribution
Whilst I now have a more regular income to
supplement my own artistic work (salaried academic)
I still keep an eye on the costs, naturally. I tend to
produce 50–60 copies of a new edition, sometimes
producing and printing covers (colour card) before
internal pages to spread the outlay.
I sell the majority of my work at (1) Book fairs,
(2) Internet sales linked to promotion in book
arts journals/newsletters, (3) Word of mouth,
(4) Sympathetic bookshops. I imagine that books
produced and sold in a digital format, could be the
province of those attracted to whatever is the latest
thing, whatever is fashionable. Or the broadminded
who would wish to acquire the work for public
appreciation in whatever format.

My partner, Mette Ambeck, has recently investigated
the phenomena of ‘ebooks’ and this has opened my
eyes to this new avenue. A better presence of strong
image-based work is this medium (which rarely
explores anything other than text) is long overdue
certainly.

The Future of the Book
Since my first, uneducated, stumblings into the book
arts field at LAB 2000 there seems to have been
an opening-out, a broadening of what appears at
book fairs – a sign of a loosening/elastication of
definitions?
As for the artist’s book, I still suppose I visualise
something that embodies a tip of the hat to the codex
model (external surfaces + a ‘cover’ acting as the
doorway) (internal surfaces ’pages’ carrying the ideas/
themes of the creator/artist.) Certainly the meaning
would come from the cumulative effect of a sequence.
In my role as a tutor on a graphics course all I can
report about the future of the book and traditional
artisan skills, is that the incoming students most often
seek out access to ‘traditional’ processes (i.e. those
that might reflect the artisan aesthetic), not the digital
ones…

This case study forms part of the Centre for Fine Print Research’s
AHRC funded project 2008 - 2010: What will be the canon for the artist’s
book in the 21st Century (In an arena that now includes both digital and
traditionally produced artists’ books, what will constitute the concepts of artists’
publishing in the future?) http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/canon.htm
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